Exploring the dynamics of C/H and C/Cl exchanges in the C(3P) + C2H3Cl reaction.
The dynamics of the C((3)P) + C2H3Cl reaction at collision energy 3.8 kcal mol(-1) was investigated in a crossed molecular-beam apparatus using synchrotron vacuum-ultraviolet ionization. Time-of-flight spectra of products C3H2Cl, C3H3, and Cl were recorded at various laboratory scattering angles, from which translational-energy distributions and angular distributions of product channels C3H2Cl + H and C3H3 + Cl were derived. Cl correlates satisfactorily with C3H3 in linear momentum and angular distributions, which confirms the production of C3H3 + Cl. The H-loss (Cl-loss) channel has average translational-energy release 14.3 (8.8) kcal mol(-1) corresponding to a fraction 0.30 (0.14) of available energy into the translational degrees of freedom of product HCCCHCl + H (H2CCCH + Cl). The branching ratio of channel H to channel Cl was determined approximately as 12:88. The measurements of translational-energy releases and photoionization thresholds cannot distinguish HCCCHCl from H2CCCCl because both isomers have similar enthalpy of formation and ionization energy; nevertheless, the Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus calculation prefers HCCCHCl. The measurement of photoionization spectra identifies product C3H3 as H2CCCH (propargyl). Both products C3H2Cl + H and C3H3 + Cl might correlate to the same triplet intermediate H2CCCHCl but have distinct angular distributions; the former is nearly isotropic whereas the latter is forward biased. A comparison with the C((3)P) + C2H3F reaction is stated.